Streamlined cyclical servicing

**DRS Cyclical Servicing module**

Cyclical Servicing is an optional add-on module to the Dynamic Resource Scheduler (DRS) solution designed to improve the efficiency of regular servicing and maintenance appointments to keep assets up to standard.

Cyclical servicing and maintenance programmes prevent gradual asset deterioration and reduce the number of daily repairs to keep them up to standard. But manually scheduling these recurring appointments individually takes up valuable time, impacting the process of day-to-day response appoint-making.

**DRS Cyclical Servicing**

DRS Cyclical Servicing automates the process of scheduling recurring appointments such as buildings and grounds maintenance, electrical tests, water safety assessments, decorating, cleaning and gas servicing enables reporting of due dates, turnaround times and resource loading.
Streamlined cyclical servicing

DRS Cyclical Servicing integrates seamlessly with the standard DRS solution and works with the same back-office job and mobile update interfaces used by DRS.

**This module helps you:**

- manage cyclical servicing and maintenance work by postcode
- automate the process of scheduling recurring appointments
- schedule multiple jobs in DRS overnight

**As a result, you:**

- eliminate the need to schedule jobs individually and manually
- reduce the impact on daytime response appointing
- remove daytime system performance issues
Here’s how it works

1. New jobs are put into DRS and categorized as service requirements based on job codes.
2. Service requirements are released from the core system ready for to be scheduled as jobs based on their annual due dates.
3. Jobs are scheduled overnight to avoid system performance issues.
4. Service requirements are sorted by postcode and loaded into DRS.
5. Scheduling rules ensure data is loaded into diaries in a certain sequence to a defined loading level, either from a specified date in the future or a date calculated from the target date.
6. Jobs are automatically loaded with the correct resource.
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